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THE WAVE FLOAT ROOM DIFFERENCE 

A Comfortable and Relaxing Space 

 Space to stretch out: at 54” x 96”, there is plenty of room inside
the Wave Float Room to stretch out and get comfortable.

 Stepping into the float room: Getting into the Wave Float Room
is easy. The step is only 14”and the beautiful glass entry door is
27” wide x 57” tall with a convenient grab bar on the wall as you
enter.

 NO condensation issues: You will not find any condensation
inside the wave float room. Not a drop.

 NO stuffy air issues: The air inside the Wave
Float room will always be fresh, preheated
and comfortable

 NO poor air temperature issues: Unlike any other float room,
pod, or tank, the air in and around the Wave float room unit is
continuously monitored and controlled
to maintain a perfect and consistent temperature



A Uniquely  Styled Float Room With an Inviting Atmosphere :

 Wave Float Rooms are the perfect hybrid between a float pod
and float room providing the ideal atmosphere for your clients
float experience.

 Our exclusive design, offers easy entry and exit, with a roomy
interior and a spacious, bright and welcoming atmosphere,
effectively eliminating the fear factor associated with pods and
tanks.

 When your customer opens the door, they enter a float room
with fresh perfectly heated air - every time. This is just one of
the differences that make the WAVE FLOAT ROOM your best
choice.

Features and Optional Equipment:

 Completely automated audio system. Choose from having
your music play throughout the entire float session, or
having it fade in and out at the beginning of a float session,
then fade back in at the end. The customer has control over
the volume, and on/off.

 Automated chemical feeder system for H2O2

 Exterior float room lighting. Automated LED down lighting
system

 Hayward FLV Series bag/ sock filter

Easy To Maintain and Operate:

Our staff friendly, automated control system, will guarantee 
your customer a consistent float experience with perfect 
sensory deprivation, and total customer satisfaction
every time. 

Maintenance is a breeze, your staff will just follow the easy 
maintenance schedule found in the user manual. 




